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Exposure to urban metals alters  
bumblebee behavior
Scott S1, Sivakoff F1, Gardiner M1

1The Ohio State University, Columbus, United States

Post–industrial cities have become focuses of pollinator urban green-
ing initiatives due to their large holdings of vacant lands, however, 
also have a history of soil metal contamination. Urban bees are ex-
posed to metal concentrations while foraging that cause elevated 
brood mortality. Sublethal exposure to certain metal pollutants chal-
lenge honey bee memory and foraging efficiency but the impact of 
sublethal metal exposure on bumblebee foraging is largely unknown. 
We examined how field realistic concentrations of chromium influ-
ence bumblebee behavior using RFID tracking systems. We predicted 
that bumblebees orally exposed to chromium will perform fewer and 
shorter foraging bouts compared to uncontaminated bees due to 
challenged memory. Eighty test bees from four naïve Bombus impa-
tiens colonies were tagged with unique RFID tags, randomly assigned 
to treatment (0.46 µg/L Cr2O3) or control (uncontaminated sucrose 
solution), and deployed to forage for 14 days. Cr concentrations were 
based on field–realistic concentrations found within bumblebee col-
lected provisions. Paired RFID readers measured directionality, for-
aging duration, and return colony ID for RFID tagged bumblebees. 
Chromium fed bees performed fewer and shorter foraging bouts and 
were more likely to enter a non–natal colony. Our findings illustrate 
that sublethal chromium consumption effects bee forage frequency, 
duration, and return navigation.

A national–scale assessment of the main 
non–native tree species invading forest 
categories in Italy
Campagnaro T1, Brundu G2, Burrascano S3, Celesti–Grapow L3, La 
Mantia T4, Sitzia T1, Badalamenti E4

1Department of Land, Environment, Agriculture and Forestry, Università degli Studi 
di Padova, Legnaro (PD), Italy, 2Department of Agriculture, Università degli Studi di 
Sassari, Sassari, Italy, 3Department of Environmental Biology, Sapienza Università di 
Roma, Rome, Italy, 4Department of Agricultural, Food and Forest Sciences, Università 
degli Studi di Palermo, Palermo, Italy

In Europe, many non–native tree species have been introduced and, in 
some cases, have spread outside the planting areas causing impacts 
on biological and landscape diversity. Recent studies have focused on 
the distribution of invasive non–native trees in different natural and 
semi–natural habitats. However, there is a lack of studies considering 
their distribution among forest categories, units of classification of 
forest stands useful for their management. In this work, the forest 
categories currently or potentially undergoing invasion by invasive 
non–native tree species were identified for Italy. Based on published 
works, dedicated databases, and a standard evaluation method, the 
level of invasion by each non–native tree was assigned to each forest 
category. The most invaded forest categories were riparian, chestnut, 
and oak–hornbeam woodlands as well as the Mediterranean maquis. 
The forest categories most at risk of future invasion by non–native 
trees were oak, beech and pioneer forests. Tree of heaven and black 
locust invaded the greatest number of forest categories. Whereas, 
cherry laurel had the highest number of potentially invasible catego-
ries, representing an important future threat to Italian forests. Our re-
sults can provide support to forest management aimed at preventing 
invasions or mitigating their negative impacts on forest ecosystems.

Do we have enough data to assess  
large–scale trait diversity?
Smith K1, Carmona C2, Tobias J3, Clements C4, Venditti C1, González–
Suárez M1

1University of Reading, Reading, United Kingdom, 2University of Tartu, Tartu, Estonia, 
3Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom, 4University of Bristol, Bristol, 
United Kingdom

Studying large–scale trait diversity can provide insights into the im-
pact of human activity on ecosystem function and aid in conservation 
prioritisation. However, the trait datasets that can aid these studies 
are often biased or incomplete, and confusion remains about the 
impact this has on how we measure and compare trait diversity. 
To address this knowledge gap, we used a near complete bird trait 

dataset simulating random and biased removal of data to assess 
whether trait diversity metrics are resilient to data incompleteness, 
and whether data imputation can overcome missingness and bias in 
empirical data. Specifically, we compared three methods commonly 
used to define trait space (with their associated metrics of trait di-
versity): distance–based methods (rao), convex hull (richness) and 
probabilistic hypervolumes (richness, evenness and dispersion). We 
found that trait diversity metrics were resilient to moderate missing-
ness and bias without imputation, and severe missingness and bias 
with imputation. Probabilistic hypervolumes were particularly resil-
ient to missingness and bias when combined with imputation. While 
dedicated efforts to capture intraspecific variation and increase the 
number of traits represented should continue, our results suggest 
that available methods and data can successfully quantify large–scale 
trait diversity.

Citizen science for nature conservation in 
Hungary, an overview experiences three 
dimensions
Soria J1, Bela G2, Kovács Tormáné E3

1Hungarian University of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Environmental Sciences Doc-
toral School, Gödöllő, Hungary, 2IDEAS Science Ltd., Budapest, Hungary, 3Hungarian 
University of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Institute for Wildlife Management and 
Nature Conservation, Department of Nature Conservation and Landscape Manage-
ment, Gödöllő, Hungary

Our research aim is to assess nature conservation related citizen sci-
ence (CS) projects in Hungary based on the analysis of documents 
and interviews carried out among CS project managers. First the 
main characteristics of the projects are described and compared. It is 
followed by the analysis of projects related to three dimensions of CS: 
1. securing the scientific sound output of the projects by validation, 2. 
the use of project outputs in nature conservation, 3. environmental 
education of participating citizen scientists. Our results show that the 
duration of the assessed CS projects vary from decades to few years, 
they target protected and/or invasive species and projects are run 
by NGOs, state organizations and research institutes. There is a var-
iation in the methods of monitoring from only registering the GPS 
coordinates to using an international monitoring protocol. Apps and 
more traditional methods are used for registering data, and results 
are shared through internet based platforms. Validation vary and 
might include even site visits. Outputs supplement scientific moni-
toring systems, are used for planning payment schemes and man-
agement of the species. Knowledge transfer to participants is usually 
done through internet based platforms. Possibilities for discussion 
might be used as well to enhance learning.

Habitats and climate change in Slovakia
Špulerová J1, Černecký J1

1Institute of Landscape Ecology of the Slovak Academy of Sciences (ILE SAS), Brati-
slava, Slovakia

Over the centuries, Slovak landscape and its habitats have been 
changed by human activities and as a result todays the Slovakia is cov-
ered with a mosaic of natural and semi–natural habitats surrounding 
urban and other intensively used land. Habitats depend on natural 
conditions, especially relief, specific soil, hydrological and microcli-
matic conditions. The aim of our study was define the most threat-
ened habitats by climate change. We focused on the current conser-
vation status of habitats of community interest (defined in Habitats 
Directive), distribution, conservation measures and pressures and 
threats. The assessment was performed based on the results of 
monitoring data of habitat of Community Interest in the period of 
2013–2018, focusing on threats/pressures related to climate change. 
The selection of threatened habitats was also supported also by liter-
ature review on climate change–dependent habitats and a sociologi-
cal survey focusing on the perception of climate change and habitats 
by experts in the field of biodiversity and ecology. Climate change is 
altering key habitat elements that are critical to wildlife‘s survival and 
putting natural resources in jeopardy. The most threatened habitats 
by climate change are wetlands, however many other habitats are 
significantly affected as well. This work was supported by ITMS2014+ 
313011W580 – URANOS.


